o. Introduction
In the last years a lot of attention is g~ven to queueing problems with state dependent service and/or service in batches (see Rosenshine [2J) .
Only for some of these problems it is possible to derive explicit expressions for the stationary probabilities or other interesting quantities.
In this paper a numerical procedure is given for a rather general class of these problems. The most important restrictions are that the arrivals has to be one for one (but may be state dependent) and that the service mechanism is negative exponential.
In a case where explicit expressions are available the computing time required for the calculation of these expressions was compared with the corn. puting time required for the direct numerical method. It turned out that there was not much difference. ii) P ni = 0 for i > n + I and for all n EO 1N.
Pnn+1
> 0 for all n~I.
There is an integer Nand posi ti ve numbers a and b such that Pnn+1~a
andp~1-2a-b forn~N. nn iii) For each n there is an nO~n such that, starting 1n nO' it is possible to reach state 0 without visiting [nO + 1,00), that means, there is a se-
iv) There is an r, a + b < r < 1, such that r c(n) is bounded on :IN.
The state 0 is absorbing and the costs here are O. We are interested in the 00 total expected costs starting in some state n, L (P~c)(n). In the next =O 00õ f this sum is proved and it is shown that r n I (P c)(n) =o lemma the existence is bounded on IN.
For convenience we shall denote the space of all real valued functions f on IN such that rnf(n) is bounded on [k,oo) by B~and sup Irnf(n) I by II f Ik' 
Let u(n) := v(n + I) -yen) , n E lN, then for nñ
Hence u(n) s atis fies the following equation in x,
Pnn'tl k=O i=O P nn + 1
Each solution of this equation is determined by x(C'). Let f be the solution with f(O) = 0 and let g be the solution of the homogeneous equation
x(n) = -- This means that -:~~~is the approximation of vel) which is gotten if the transi tion k + k + I is replaced by a transition k + k.
and since r > a this implies lim u«n)) = O. a + b n-+oo g n This result can be used to construct an approximation procedure for v(I).
We had u(n) = fen) + v(l)g(n), hence u«n)) = m + v(I). Since lim u«n)) = 0 f ( ) g n g ,nJ n-+oo g n this implies v(l) = -lim g(~)
• n-+oo It is easy to calculate fen) and g(n).
2. The quality of the approximation the process. If there is an integer q such that p . = 0 nf or i < n -q it is possible to derive bounds for the error in fen) and g(n).
In section I we found that the error of -fen) as approximation of vel)~s g(n) IIvlb not larger than -n+T . However, it is rather difficult to express this bound r in the parameters of Let N I be such that g(n) > 0 for n~N I • Define
Further I P:k = I.
k=O Hence f*(n) for n~N 1 + q can be interpreted as the total expected costs in a Markov process with transition probabilities p~. which is stopped as soon 1J as a state n with n < N 1 +q is reached. In each state n~N 1 +q the costs are -c*(n), the costs of stopping the process in n < N] +q are f*(n).
It is easy to see now that for n > N Z~N 1 + q the cos ts f* (n) can be wri tten as f*(n) = C Zn + R Zn ' where C Zn are the expected costs until a state k < N Z is reached and R Zn the res t of the cos ts.
Let Pk(n) be the probability that k is the first state in In most cases it is not so difficult to give abound on I j=N Z * .
c (j). We had 
where g (.) is given by g(n)
Pnn-] g (n -!). = Pnn+l
Applications
This method can be applied to those queueing systems where the customers arrive one for one and where the service mechanism is negative exponential.
State dependent service-and arrival rates and batch service, or other types of not one for one service are allowed. In these cases the embedded Markov chain which describes the number of customers at the moments of arrival has the prescribed structure. The stochastic process X(t) of the number of customers at time t is a regenerative process (see Ross [3J) . The cycle is the epoch between two subsequent times that an arriving customer comes in an empty system. The quotient of the expected cycle costs, EC,· and the expected cycle time, ET, is in general equal to the average costs. Let c(n) be the expected costs per time in state n. If we set c(i) = 0 for i~k and c(k) equal to the expected time in state k (until the first transition), then the average "costsl!,~~, are equal to the probability that the system is in state k. The quantities EC and ET can be calculated with aid of the above described method.
A special case where also analytical results are known is that of a queue with Poisson arrival, states dependent batch service, infinite many services, and negative exponential service time. This queue is equivalent with an inventory system with Poisson arrival of customers, an (s,q) order strategy and negative exponentially distributed lead time (see also Wijngaard and van Winkel [4J) . Galliher, Morse and Simond [IJ derived explicit expressions for the stationary probabilities. We compared the calculation of these expressions with the direct numerical method and found about the same computing times. Notice that in this case the results of section 2 could be applied.
